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Sayuri fell asleep while studying about nuclear winter for her climate test.

In Sayuri's dream, she wakes up in another world where it's "snowing"...

...The first thing she sees is a dead cow.

Sayuri is disgusted and confused. She has to look away, and turns around...

Sayuri turns around to see that she's on a cliff. Below is a city with a massive smoking crater in the middle.

What happened? Where am I?
...
Did everyone die? Am I alone?
A SMALL Voice IS HEARD AND SAYURI LOOKS TO HER SIDE.

NO, YOU'RE NOT ALONE! I'M BLASTY, THE FRIENDLY NUCLEAR WARHEAD. I'M HERE TO TEACH YOU ABOUT NUCLEAR WINTER!

WHAT HAPPENED HERE? WHERE AM I?

BLASTY: THIS IS NUCLEAR WINTER. THIS CITY WAS HIT WITH NUCLEAR WEAPONS, AND THIS IS WHAT’S LEFT. DON’T WORRY, THOUGH. THIS IS JUST A DREAM, AND YOU'RE JUST VISITING.

JUST HOURS BEFORE... THE EXPLOSION AFTER THE IMPACT.
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SAYURI: WAIT! WHAT ABOUT MY PARENTS? ARE THEY OKAY?

BLASTY: NOPE, THEY'RE DEAD. OR WOULD BE IF THIS REALLY HAPPENED.

SAYURI: ... OKAY, BUT WHAT ABOUT MY DOG?

BLASTY: ... UM, IF HUMANS WERE TO DIE, I'M PRETTY SURE YOUR DOG WOULD, TOO.

BLASTY: IN FACT, THE ONLY ANIMALS TO SURVIVE WOULD BE BUGS. ESPECIALLY COCKROACHES.
A dead whale on a beach somewhere.

Blasty: Even sea animals would die. The water is irradiated. And since it’s dark, all the plankton would die.

What’s with all the snow? Why’s it so cold?

This isn’t snow! It’s debris from everything and everyone destroyed in the explosion as well as dust thrown up by the blast!

Blasty: The explosion throws dust in the air, and the winds will carry it around the earth. That’ll form a dense cloud that will block out sunlight across the earth. The blast also punched a hole in the ozone layer.
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SAYURI: WHAT ABOUT PLANTS? LIKE THAT TREE OVER THERE.

BLASTY: THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE WILL DROP 18 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT EVERYWHERE AND FREEZE EVERYTHING. THERE'D BE MUCH LESS SUNLIGHT, AND PLANT LIFE WILL DIE. THAT'S WHY A LOT OF ANIMALS WOULD DIE. NO PLANTS TO EAT!

SAYURI: IF IT'S THAT BAD, WHY DON'T WE JUST WAIT FOR THE RAIN TO WASH AWAY THE DUST?

BLASTY: NOPE, THAT WOULDN'T WORK! BECAUSE IT'S SO COLD, THERE'S LESS PRECIPITATION. NORMAL WEATHER PATTERNS WOULD BE COMPLETELY DISRUPTED. THERE PROBABLY WOULDN'T BE ANY RAIN FOR MONTHS OR EVEN YEARS.
Sayuri: I still don’t understand. Some people would survive, right?

Blasty: Well, just think of the dinosaurs and how they were killed by a meteor. The meteor caused the same thing to happen, and the dinosaurs died. The human race would probably suffer a similar fate.

Sayuri: Ugh, I feel sick after all this talk. Maybe I need some food. I’d kill for some fries.

Blasty: I wouldn’t recommend that. Between the fallout and the hole in the ozone, all food is contaminated. Water, too!
SAYURI: NO FOOD? NO WATER? AND IT'S COLD! HOW CAN ANYONE SURVIVE NUCLEAR WINTER?

BLASTY: A FALLOUT SHELTER WOULD HELP, BUT YOU'D EVENTUALLY HAVE TO COME OUTSIDE. AND THEN YOU'D GET IRRADIATED. WHAT A BUMMER!

SAYURI: ... BUT I COULD JUST WAIT IT OUT IN THE SHELTER, RIGHT? AND EVERYTHING WOULD BE OKAY AFTER?

BLASTY: NOT QUITE. THERE'S ALWAYS NUCLEAR SUMMER. AFTER THE DUST SETTLES, TEMPERATURES RISE AGAIN AND THE HOLE IN THE OZONE WOULD ALLOW MASSIVE AMOUNTS OF UV RADIATION TO GET THROUGH. AS TEMPERATURES RISE, THERE WOULD BE MORE WATER VAPOR IN THE AIR SO YOU WOULD SEE A SUPER GREENHOUSE EFFECT.

WAIT A MINUTE. MY PROFESSOR SAID THAT NUCLEAR WINTER IS ONLY HYPOTHETICAL. WHY SHOULD WE CARE? IT MAY NEVER HAPPEN.

WELL, IT HELPS US STUDY SIMILAR SITUATIONS, LIKE VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS THAT THROW MILLIONS OF TONS OF ASH INTO THE ATMOSPHERE AND BLOCK OUT THE SUN. FOREST FIRES, OR MAN-MADE DISASTERS LIKE BURNING OIL FIELDS.
Well, it's time to send you back so you can take that test. Remember everything I taught you!

Sayuri is immediately sent back to her world.

Wait! I want to learn more!

Sayuri wakes up

Wow, what a weird and scary dream. I'm glad none of it was real.
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The End